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DECISION AND ORDER
On January 5,1993, George Campbell Painting Corporation

(“Campbell”) was issued

a six-item citation alleging serious violations of the general duty clause of section S(a)(l) of
the Occupational

Safety and Health Act of 1970 (“the Act”) and five standards

primarily to lead dust exposure. ’ A total penalty of $15,250 is proposed.2

The citation

stems from the inspection of a Campbell worksite located at the Walt Whitman
which extends
Campbell

between

was engaged

Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania

and Gloucester

relating

Bridge

City, New Jersey.

in the abrasive blasting of lead paint from the bridge’s main

suspension cable and at the time of the inspection, was working on the New Jersey side of

1 In his complaint, the Secretary amended the citation so as to group the fourth and fifth items as one
violation with one proposed penalty of $2500. The Secretary also amended the sixth item to allege an
other-than-serious violation without a monetary penalty.
2 The total penalty originally proposed by the Secretary was $16,000. At the hearing, the Secretary made slight
modifications in three of the items which reduced the total proposedpenalty to $15,250 (Tr. 103-05,14143).

the bridge, Industrial hygiene supervisor Charles Jenkins, accompanied

by David Black, a

trainee industrial hygienist, was assigned to conduct the inspection after the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration

(“OSHA”) received a complaint regarding high blood lead

levels found in Campbell employees (Tr. 8, 11, 36-37, 51-52, 239-40).
For the blasting operation Campbell had assembled several containment

boxes, each

of which had a twenty-inch aluminum pit board serving as its base and two four by eight
sheets of plywood making up its sides such that the structure was four feet high (Tr. 40-41,
44-45, 132,267,413; Exhibits C-1 & R-4). Air-powered lifting mechanisms or “sky climbers”
raised and lowered the boxes, each of which held one blasting employee (Tr. 41, 44, 406;
Exhibit C-l). After the boxes were raised to the main cable about 350 feet in the air, they
were covered with two layers of “Envirotarp”,

a mesh-like covering which allowed a 15%

airflow rate (Tr. 42, 45-46, 132-33, 215, 267, 278, 413, 466; Exhibits C-2 & C-3).

Because these boxes were only lowered to the bridge deck every other day, the
blasting employees had to take an elevator to the top of the bridge and walk along a catwalk
which ran the length of the suspension cable in order to enter their respective boxes (Tr. 4%
49). Once inside, the employee would straddle the suspension cable and begin blasting lead
paint from each side (Tr. 420-21). Underneath

the lead paint, a soft, protective coating of

zinc covered the cable and in order to preserve it while still stripping away the paint, walnut
shells were used as the abrasive stripping agent (Tr. 20-21, 47-48, 222, 245-48, 422-23;
Exhibit C-l). The shells were placed into pressurized bIast pots located in each box and as
the blasting work proceeded, spent shells would accumulate at the bottom of the box (Tr.
20-21, 48, 245, 423-24; Exhibit C-l).

These shells were eventually mixed with handfuls of

new shells and returned to the blast pot for reuse (Tr. 20-21, 48, 262, 424, 472-73).
In order to reduce the exposure to lead dust, the employees were equipped with a
variety of protective gear; each blasting employee used a Wilson half-mask respirator and
a Bullard blast helmet which had a “bib” or cape that covered the employee’s chest down
to his waist attached (Tr. 22-23, 39, 111-12, 165, 213, 344, 442-44, 450; Exhibit R-3). The
employees also wore several layers of old clothes, purchased for nominal amounts from a
vendor who visited the site, underneath

a pair of protective

2

coveralls

called “Tyveks”

supplied by Campbell (Tr. 137, 139-40, 213, 224-25, 455, 500).3 Gloves, extending three to
four inches above the wrist, and protective “booties” or shoe covers were also worn by each
employee while blasting (Tr. 470-71, 598-99).
Campbell does not dispute that the blasting operation generated lead dust, nor does
it dispute that if ingested in high quantities,
problems

(Tr. 72, 77, 91-93).

lead can be toxic and create serious health

The numerous

hygienists during the inspection-personal

tests performed

by the OSHA industrial

air samples for two blasting employees; wipe

samples of several surfaces at the site; and a bulk sample of used or spent walnut shells-all
indicate that lead dust was present at the Campbell worksite (Tr. 59-61, 68-70, 78-80, 395;
Exhibits C-7 & C-8). 4 Repeated

references

at the hearing by both parties to “high” or

elevated blood lead levels apparently found in Campbell employees around the time of the
inspection

also suggest that a potential problem with lead dust exposure existed at this

worksite (Tr. 8, 11, 37, 80-83, 114,202, 212, 222-23, 230, 456-58). Although the blood tests
and their results were rtot presented as part of the Secretary’s case (Tr. SS), the blood lead
levels were high enough, according to the Secretary, to prompt Peter Morris, Campbell’s
project superintendent
inspection-triggering

at the bridge site, to’phone OSHA on the very same day that the
complaint was received in order to request assistance with this issue (Tr.

8, 11, 37). According to Jenkins, the OSHA hygienist, Morris was forced to remove those
employees with elevated blood lead levels from the site (Tr. 89-90).
These actions, which were not disputed

by Campbell, coupled with the efforts,

discussed below, that Campbell made in recognition

of this hazard

environment within which its employees could work, all demonstrate

to create a safe

that Campbell was well

3 Qveks were described as a hooded, full-length, disposablegarment madeof a treated paper or nylon material
(Tr. 139,470.71,500; Exhibit R-6).
4 b Campbell’s counsel persistently argued at the hearing, there is no standard level of contamination against
which the results of either the wipe samples or the bulk sample can be compared (Tr. 61-78, 135-36, 195-96,
22!5,378,380,394-95, W-46). As such, these specific tpcts demonstrate only that lead dust was present at the
site, not that it existed at a hazardous level. Indeed, it is telling that the Secretary deleted any reference to
the wipe samples in the citation from his complaint (Tr. 544-46). The air sample results, however, are a
different case altogether and will be discussed in detail ii@a (Tr. 71).
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aware of the hazard posed by lead dust exposure at this site, The central issue is whether
Campbell’s efforts met the requirements

imposed by the Act.

TFH3 GENERAL DUTY CLAUSE
The Secretary
5(a)(l)

alleges that Campbell violated the general duty clause of section

of the Act, 29 U.SC. 6 654(a)(l),

by failing to provide its employees with “clean

change rooms and storage facilities fpr personal clothing”, thus allowing their clothes to
become contaminated

with lead dust.

The general duty clause is intended

to cover

hazardous conditions of employment not specifically covered by existing health and safety
standards promulgated

under the Act. National Realtyand CortstmctionCo. v. OSHRC, 489

F.2d 1257, 1261 (D.C. Cir. 1973).
Campbell’s objections to the Secretary’s use of the general duty clause for the cited
working conditions

are without merit.

construction employment
exempt the construction
29 C.F.R.

standard.
promulgated

Because of the inherently

different

nature of

as compared to industrial employment, the regulations specifically
industry from the requirements
0 1910.1025(a)(2);

of the general

43 Fed. Reg. 52,986 (1978).

lead standard for the construction

industry lead
The recently

industry, 29 C.F.R. 0 1926.62, was not in

effect at the time of the alleged violation in the instant case,’ and contrary to the opinion
of David P. Adley, Campbell’s expert witness, neither the standard
protective

equipment

governing personal

at 29 C.F.R. 5 1926.28(a), nor the washing facility standard at 8

1926.51 is relevant to the working conditions in issue here.
In order to establish a violation of the general duty clause, the Secretary must prove
that the employer failed to provide a workplace

that was free from a recognized hazard

which was causing or likely to cause serious physical harm or death to its employees and
could have been eliminated
Mom$on-Kitudsen

or materially

reduced by a feasl’ble means of abatement.

Co.lyonkers Corttrac.Co., 16 BNA OSHC 1105, 1121,1993 CCH OSHD

Y 30,048 (No. 88-572, 1993) (“Morriotiorr-Kitudsen”).
At the hearing, the OSHA industrial hygienist conceded that he had been mistaken
in his initial belief that Campbell did not provide any change facilities whatsoever for its

%Be construction lead standard was effective June 3, 1993. 58 Fed. Reg. 26,590 (May 4, 1993).
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blasting employees (Tr. 122, 196, 2W). He apparently

did not learn until after the citation

was issued that a changing trailer containing seats and hooks on which employees could hang
their clothing was available on the Philadelphia
arrived each morning (Tr. 196, 200,428-30).

side of the bridge where the employees

Upon learning this information,

the Secretary

shifted the focus of this item to Campbell’s failure to provide storage facilities, specifically
separate storage facilities which, according to the Secretary, would have allowed the blasting
employees to store their personal clothing
separate from their lead-contaminated
work
0
clothing, thereby eliminating the problem of “cross-contamination” and reducing the hazard
of lead exposure.
Testimony from Campbell’s project superintendent

suggests that the changing trailer

actually served as such a storage facility, at least to the extent that it allowed employees to
keep their personal clothing separate from the protective coveralls they wore while blasting.

According to Morris, at the end of each workday, the employees were required to remove
their disposable
contaminated

Tyvek coveralls before

entering

the changing

garments inside a 55gallon drum (Tr. 45556,467.69).

the trailer, remove the layers of secondhand

trailer

and place the

They would then enter

clothing they wore underneath

the coveralls,

and put on their personal clothing which had been hung from the trailer’s hooks at the start
of the workday (Tr. 429, 456, 467-69).

As such, Campbell

addressed the problem of cross-contamination,

had already identified and

at least with regard to the protective Tyvek

coveralls. The narrower question, however, is whether Campbell’s failure to provide storage
facilities that would have allowed employees to also keep their personal clothing separate
from the layers of secondhand clothing

worn

underneath

the coveralls constitutes a violation

of the general duty clause.
Pointing
underneath

primarily

to the hygienist’s failure

to test any of the clothing worn

the Tyveks, Campbell disputes any notion that the secondhand

actually contaminated

clothing was

with lead dust (Tr. 135, 137). OSHA’s own hygienist observed that

the Tyvek coveralls were “supposed to keep the dust from coming through” (Tr. 224-25).
But in challenging the Secretary on this point, Campbell overlooks the fact that its own
safety rules assume the presence of contaminant

on these garments.

Campbell’s rules

expressly prohibit employees from wearing their work clothes home and mixing clothing

worn while handling hazardous

materials

with their home laundry (Tr. 124-25, 481-83;

Exhibit C-12). As explained by Campbell’s project superintendent,

these rules were aimed

specifically at the secondhand clothing the employees wore underneath
Tyveks themselves

(Tr. 482-83)!

Morris

also indicated

their Tyveks, not the

that he told employees

that

complying with these rules would help to keep their blood lead levels down (Tr. 456-57).
It is reasonable

to infer from this evidence

that Campbell

actually recognized

clothing worn under Tyvek coveralls could be contaminated

with lead dust.

that the
fiflir3

Hardware, Inc. v, Dortovan, 742 F.2d 12, 18 (1st Cir. 1984).
The Secretary’s case runs into trouble, however, in demonstrating

a feasible method

of eliminating the hazard. In order to establish a general duty clause violation, the Secretary
must “...specify the particular steps a cited employer should have taken to avoid citation
and...demonstrate

the feasibility and likely utility of those measures.” NatZ.ReaZ&supra, 489

F.2d at 1268. See also P&on Cop,

12 BNA OSHC 1833, 1836, 1986-87 CCH OSHD

li 27,605 (No. 82.388,1986) (“Pelron”); Cerro Metal Prod. Div., Mamon Group, Inc., 12 BNA
OSHC 1821, 1822, 1986-87 CCH OSHD ll 27,579 (NO. 78-5159, 1986) (“Cero”).
enough,

to simply claim that separate

storage

facilities

It is not

should have been provided,

particularly where the record shows that Campbell had already taken steps to address the
hazard of cross-contamination

by: providing a changing trailer for employees to store their

personal clothing, requiring employees to remove their protective coveralls before entering
the trailer, and forbidding employees from wearing their secondhand clothing home. Under
these circumstances, the burden lies with the Secretary to demonstrate with specificity what
additional steps Campbell should have taken to eliminate or further reduce the hmd
cross-contamination.

of

Pelron at 1836; ?emo at 1822.

Nowhere in the record does the inspecting hygienist indicate what type of facilities
would have addressed OSHA’s concerns regarding cross-contamination
he made no recommendations

at this site. Indeed,

as to how Campbell’s procedures might have been altered or

6 Despite the strict prohibition against wearing these clothes home, Morris conceded that he had to admonish
several employees at this site for doing so and even turned to the union for help in enforcing this safety rule
(Tr. 456-48; Exhibit C-12). The Secretary’s attempts to link this admitted breach of safety policy to Campbell’s
alleged failure to provide separate storage facilities has no merit.
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the changing trailer modified in order to allow for these garments to be stored separately.’
Although Campbell’s project superintendent

was questioned on cross-examination

use of plastic bags to store personal clothing, and attention
National

Institute

of Occupational

Safety and Health

was drawn to the fact that the

(“NIOSH”)

mentions

storage lockers in its August 1991 publication entitled “Request for Assistance
had

Poisoning in Construction

Secretary as feasible abatement
of abatement mentioned
hearing.

about the

the use of

in Preventing

Workers”, neither of these options was pursued by the
measures (Tr. 467-48; Exhibit C-13). Nor was the method

in the citation--obtaining

“mobile crew facilities”-discussed

at the

The absence of proof on this key element is fatal to the S(a)(l) charge.

In arguing ihat storage facilities beyond that which Campbell had already provided
were necessary, the Secretary claims that he is not requiring Campbell to do any more than
that which the industry has already recognized, as evidenced by the NIOSH document noted
supra, and that which is now required under the new lead standard for construction

(Tr. 494-95). Campbell’s procedure for handling contaminated
be fairly consistent with both the recommendations
In fact, neither NIOSH nor OSHA go

SO

work

clothing, however, seems to

of NIOSH and the new lead standard.

far as to require employers to treat work garments

worn underneath protective coveralls as clothing which must be kept separate from personal
or street clothing.
According to NIOSH,
“Workers should change into work clothes at the worksite.
Work clothes i&.uie disposable or washable coveralk Street
clothes should be stored separatelyporn work clothes in a clean
area provided by the employer. Separate lockers or storage
facilities should be provided so that clean clothing is not
contaminated by work clothing and shoes....Employers should
arrange for the laundering of protective clothing; 0~ if
disposable protective clothing ti used the employer should
maintain an adequate supply at the worhite and arrange for iti
safe disposal....”

7 Although Campbell’s safety director testified that after the citation was issued, a tarp was placed clown the
middle of the trailer so as to separate it into two areas, the Secretary never indicated whether this was an
acceptable method of eliminating or measurably reducing the cited hazard (‘k 502).

(Exhibit C-13) (emphasis added).

This is the very same procedure that Campbell followed

at the bridge site with regard to the Tyvek coveralls, clearly a type of disposable protective
coveralls; as Morris explained, each employee’s personal or “street” clothing was stored in
the trailer, separate and apart from the protective coveralls which were safely disposed of
in a

55-gallon

drum outside of the trailer.

In addition, NIOSH’s characterization

of

“work

clothes” as that which includes “disposable or washable coveralls”, while not exclusionary
in scope, suggests that it is only this outer, protective layer of clothing which must be stored
separately from an employee’s personal clothing.
The lead standard for construction

is even clearer

on this point.

According to

5 192662(i)(2)( ii), an employer must equip designated change areas with separate storage
facilities for protective work clothing and equipment and for street clothes so as to prevent
cross-contamination.

Appropriate

protective work clothing and equipment is described in

the standard as,
“clothing...tltat prevelztscontamination of the employee and the
employee’sgamzelttssuch as, but not limited to:
(i) Coveralls or similar full-body work clothing;
(ii) Gloves, hats, and shoes or disposable shoe coverlets; and
(iii) Face shields, vented goggles, or other appropriate
protective equipment which complies with 8 1910.133 of this
chapter.”
5 1926.62(g)( 1) (emphasis added).
The requirements

of the lead standard for the general industry are similar to those

for the construction industry in that they both address the outer garments directly exposed
to lead and the prevention of cross-contamination

with “street clothes”.

Neither standard

deals with a second layer of work clothing such as that worn by Campbell’s employees.* See
C.F.R. 8 1910.1025(g),(h),(i).
for construction

Th e Secretary’s reference to NIOSH and the lead standard

as a prescription

for achieving a feasible means of abatement

does not

provide us with any remedy beyond that taken by Campbell at the work site in question.
ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 5 1926Sl(fl

8 The Secretary’s lack of focus on this issue is rather remarkable in light of the OSHA hygienist’s own
undisputed testimony that Campbell’semployees wore two or three sets of “work clothes” under the ‘Qvek
coveralls (Tr. 137).

The Secretary alleges that Campbell failed to provide adequate washing facilities for
its employees at the bridge site in violation of 6 1926.51(Q9 As discussed supra, Campbell
that the blasting operation

recognized

exposed its employees

to lead dust, a harmful

l

Campbell has acknowledged that it was required to provide washing facilities

contaminant.

at this site in order to comply with the terms of the cited standard (Tr. 72-74)?*
the Secretary

In fact,

does not dispute that such facilities were actually available on each side of the

bridge at ground

level; on the New Jersey side, there was a restroom complete with running

water, soap, and hand towels, and on the Pennsylvania side, a 55.gallon drum of water with
a spigot, soap, and towels was provided by Campbell at the shape-up
. yard in front of the
changing trailer (Tr. 26-27, 158-60, 430,432, 453,539; Secretary’s Post-Hearing Brief at 49,
n.54).
Nonetheless,

the Secretary maintains that these facilities, while adequate

themselves, were “inadequate”
employees

because they were not immediately

in and of

accessible to those

who remained at the top of the tower or came down to the bridge deck during

their lunch break (Tr. 26-27, 163, 453-54, 477078).” According to the Secretary, it simply
took too long for these employees to ride the elevator down to ground level to use the

9 This standard states:
The employer shall provide adequate washing facilities for employees engaged in the
application of paints, coating, herbicides, or insecticides, or in other operations where
contaminants may be harmful to the employees. Such facilities shall be in near proximity to
the worksite and shall be so equipped as to enable employees to remove such substances.
lo In acknowledging this fact, Campbell has essentially conceded the presence of contamination on its
employees’ hands, despite the fact that gloves were worn while blasting (Tr. 598-99). This is also evident in
their safety rules which prohibit employees from eating with contaminated hands and require them to wash
before smoking, eating, or drinking, as well as at the end of the workday (Exhibit C-12).
l* The number of employees who actually stayed up at the top of the tower for lunch appears to havlebeen
small. James Schwendiman, a former Campbell employee who worked on the bridge project prior to the
OSHA inspection, apparently came down from his box every day for lunch; project superintendent Morris
stated that most .of the employees did the same, descending to either the bridge deck or to ground level to use
the restroom (Tr. 21, 162, 453-54, 477-78). It was never made clear, however, where the emproyees stored
their lunches until it was time to eat and whether those employees who ate at the top of the tower had to take
their lunches up with them at the start of the workday, come down from the tower to pick them up, or have
them brought up to them.
9

restroom

on the New Jersey side of the bridge.r2

The Secretary claims that additional

washing facilities should have been provided by Campbell at both the road level and the top
of the tower in order for the facilities as a whole to be considered “adequate”.
me

adequacy of these facilities, however, does not hinge upon whether Campbell

provided washing facilities in multiple locations at the site. The standard does not specify
a minimum number of facilities that an employer must provide nor does it define what is
meant by an “adequate” facility. Section 1926.51(f) does state, however, that the facilities
protided should be “in near proximity’: to the worksite and furnished with materials that will
enable employees to remove the harmful contaminant.
facilities at the base of each tower were “adequate”
and towels needed

by the blasting employees

The Secretary has conceded that the
in that they supplied the water, soap,

to remove

accumulated on their hands (Secretary’s Post-Hearing

any lead which may have

Brief at 49, n.54).

In terms of their proximity to the worksite, both of these facilities appear to have
been located close enough to the worksite for employees

to reach within a reasonable

amount of time. The Secretary having no quarrel with the length of time it took to get to
the water drum located in the shape-up yard, argues that it took too much time to reach the
restroom at the base of the New Jersey tower. Jenkins, the OSHA hygienist, never used the
elevator in the tower and did not even know where it stopped, but claimed to have timed
it as a twenty-minute

elevator ride just down to the bridge deck (Tr. 49, 160). Former

employee Schwendiman, on the other hand, alleged that it took about foity minutes round
trip to ride from the top of the totier to the restroom
Morris, who claimed

that it took a blasting

employee

at its base (Tr. 26-27).13 And
only one minute

to exit his

I2 The Secretary did not raise any specific objections to the amount of time it took the employees to am
the washing facility provided in the shape-up yard on the Philadelphia side of the bridge. According to the
testimony on this issue, it took anywherefrom ten to twenty minutes to reach the shape-up yard from the
worksite (Tr. 159-61,235.36).

l3 Schwendiman’s testimony was inconsistent on the issue of washing facilities. He first indicated that there
were no restroom facilities available at the site, then later confirmed that there was a bathroom at the base
of the New Jersey tower (Tr. 22,26). He also implied that soap was not available at the site, which was why
he brought his own, then stated that soap was provided next to the SS-gallon drum of water pIaced outside
the changing trailer (Tr. 2%%).
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containment

box, walk along the cable’s cat walk, and enter the elevator, placed the entire

trip to the base of the tower and back at under ten minutes (Tr. 432-33, 473-74).
weighing all the evidence, it would not be unreasonable

Upon

to conclude that the time spent to

reach the base of the tower was somewhere between these approximations,

at about fifteen

to twenty minutes round trip. Neither of these facilities, then, could be said to have been
too far away for the employees to visit during their lunch break, especially since an extra
fifteen minutes were allotted during lunch and at the end of the day specifically for washing
up (Tr. 479).

There is also evidence that Campbell actually did provide other washing facilities on
site. Morris testified that a Sgallon

drum of water, along with soap and towels, was

available on the bridge deck, and for those employees who stayed at the top of the tower
during lunch, several buckets of water were sent up

SO

they could wash before eating (Tr.

43 l-32, 453-54, 470). *4 Jenkins confirmed that a S-gallon

drum of water was present on

the bridge deck on one of his visits to the worksite; in fact, he used this facility to wash his
own hands that day (Tr. 158, 202-03, 205-06, 211).” In addition, his admission that towels
were available at the top of the tower for “washing and drying” seems to contradict his claim
that water was not provided to the employees there (Tr. 163, 202-05). However crude or
incomplete these efforts may have been, these resources were provided in additi~rz to the
complete

facilities already available at the base of each tower.

complied with the requirements

Campbell,

therefore,

set forth in 8 1926.51(f).

ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF 5 1926.55(a) & B 1926.55(b)

l4 While claiming that a wash facilitywas not provided for those employees who stayed at the top of the tower,
the Secretary criticized Campbell’s alleged use of buckets to supply water to this area According to the
Secretary, the water in these buckets would have become contaminated with lead each time an employee
placed his hands inside to wash and therefore, it was an “inadequate” method of removing lead dust (n. 16162,2(X5-07,578-79).While this might be the case,the Secretary,in his insistencethat a washing facility should
have been provided at the top of the tower, never explained how else water could have been supplied to this
area of the site.
ls Morris claims that this drum was always available on the bridge deck and that the hygienist must have
overlooked it on his previous visit to the site (‘Tr.431). Jenkins maintains, however, that he saw nothing on
the bridge surface until his second visit to the bridge on August 5, 1992 (Tr. 158,203).
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The third item of the citation

alleges a grouped

violation

of 6 1926.55(a) and

5 1926.55(b), which provide in relevant part:
(a) Exposure of employees to inhalation, ingestion, skin
absorption, or contact with any material or substance at a
concentration above those specified in the “Threshold Limit
Values of Airborne Contaminants for 1970” of the American
Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists [“ACGIH”],
shall be avoided.
(b) To achieve compliance with paragraph (a) of this section,
or engineering
controls
must first be
administrative
implemented whenever *feasible. When such controls are not
feasible to achieve full compliance, protective equipment or
other protective measures shall be used to keep the exposure of
employees to air contaminants within the limits prescribed in
this section....
J”he personal air samples taken by the OSHA industrial hygienists clearly demonstrate
that the level of lead generated

in two containment

boxes exceeded

the established

permissible exposure limit (“PEL”) specified in the 1970 “Threshold Limit Values” table (Tr.
52-56,

79-80, 99-102, 133, 190-92, 215, 217, 258-59, 548-49; Exhibits C-6, C-7, C-8 & C-

11) 0l6 Thus 9 Campbell was required to comply with the terms of 5 1926.55(b).
Campbell strenuously objects to interpreting
regard to the level of protection

the results of these air samples without

afforded by the personal protective equipment

worn by

each of the two exposed employees (Tr. 217-20, 339-46, 550-53, 579-82; Exhl%it R-9). This
argument ignores the hierarchy of requirements

l

set forth in 8 1926.55(b).

own counsel conceded, this standard contains a clear prescription
administrative

As Campbell’s

for the use of feasible

or engineering controls over protective equipment whenever employees are

exposed to a hazardous level of contaminant
equipment, therefore, is appropriate

(Tr. 114-118, 383-89, 555-56).

Protective

only after the employer has made a reasonable effort

to reduce exposure to a permissible level by implementing

feasible controls.

I6 According to the 1970 ACGIH table, the PEL for lead over an eight-hour period is .2 mg per cubic meter
(Tr. 99-101, 217; Exhibit C-11 at 11). The two air samples taken during the inspection indicated levels of
exposure at an eight-hour time-weighted average of 2.5 mg per cubic meter in each box. (Tr. 101~02,227.28,
548-49; Exhibit C-8).
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-

Campbell’s more compelling argument is that it actually did follow this formula for
compliance at the bridge site. The record indicates that several controls, both engineering
and administrative,

were examined and, in fact, implemented

by Campbell.

with regard to engineering controls, three versions of the containment
in preparation
configuration

for the blasting

operation

before

Campbell

For instance,

box were constructed

decided

was the most feasible and the most safe (Exhibit R-4).”

that

the third

In addition, the

Secretary’s own expert stated that reducing the number of blasting employees inside each
box from two to one constituted an administrative
included: using a debris-collection

control (Tr. 313,412.13).

Other controls

chute and hopper for the disposal of spent walnut shells

from those boxes raised no higher than 60 feet from the bridge deck; evaluating the use of
different types of abrasives including water, which would have significantly reduced the
amount of lead dust generated, before choosing walnut shells; and limiting the actual blasting
time to about four hours per day (Tr. 222, 366-71, 403-04, 414, 425-27, 465, 577.7Q1*
spite of these efforts, the air sampling results clearly demonstrate
at least two of the containment

In

that exposure levels inside

boxes remained above the PEL (Exhibit C-8). In apparent

recognition of the fact that controls alone would not reduce the level of lead dust exposure
inside each box to a permissible

level, Campbell

required

each employee

to wear a

respirator, a blast helmet, Tyvek coveralls, shoe coverlets, and gloves.

I7 According to the project superintendent, the first box, which Campbell initially intended to hold two
blasting employees, did not allow employees enough breathing air because it had a solid tarp placed over the
top (Tr. 403-08). For the second box, Campbell switched from a solid tarp to the 85% Envirotarp ultimately
used, but concluded that having two employees blasting inside the same box generated a high concentration
of lead dust, affecting visibility (Tr. 408-13). The third and final box, therefore, contained only one blasting
employee and the thirty-two-inch pie board which had originally sewed as the box’s floor was replaced with
a twenty-inch board (TL 413).
l8 The Secretary claims that in pursuing these various controls, Campbell’s aim was only to bring the level of
exposure to within the protection factor assigned to the respirator, not to reduce the level to below the PE5L
as required by the cited standards. In makingthis allegation, the Secretary relies solely upon a statement made
by Campbell’s expert, Adley, who may or may not have known what Campbell’s true intent was in taking these
steps (Tr. 578; Secretary’s Brief at 33-34). There is no indication in the record that, in evaluating and
implementing the aforementioned controls, soy Campbell employee was even aware of or actually considered
the protection factors assigned to the protective equipment the employees were expected to use.
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The Secretary claims that Campbell was too quick to rely on protective equipment
to reduce the level of lead at the site, and that there were additional feasible controls which
Campbell

should

have implemented

before

resorting

that eliminating

to these protective

measures.

Specifically, the Secretary

contends

the reuse of spent walnut shells,

redesigning the containment

box, and adding a dust collection system, were feasible controls

which, together, would have reduced the level of lead dust exposure inside each box to
within the PEL (Tr. 261-62, 276-77, 329, 331-33).19
Because the walnut shells accumulated

lead particles as they stripped lead paint from

the bridge’s cable, the Secretary’s expert witness testified that continually reusing spent shells
as an abrasive in the blasting operation

added to the overall level of lead dust in each

containment box (Tr. 262,264, 274-75, 314, 328-29). m Instead of replenishing the blast pot
with a mix of used and new shells, the Secretary’s expert proposed lowering the box to the
bridge deck whenever the supply of shells was depleted so that the spent shells could be
disposed of and a continuous supply pf new shells could be provided (Tr. 333). He also
indicated

that the spent shells could be cleaned before

reuse in order to remove any

accumulated lead dust (Tr. 274-75, 329).
In addition

to this control,

the Secretary’s expert recommended

the use of a

ventilation system which would allow a sweep of clean air to flow through each containment
box while drawing out contaminated

air (Exhibit C-20).

First, he explained, framework

would have to be added to each box so that it would extend up around the bridge’s cable;
placing a solid tarp over this framework

would then enclose the entire area, creating a

“duct”, twenty feet in length (Tr. 269070,310,353).

By installing a series of “louvers” at one

end of the structure and a flexible lo-inch hose at the other end, lead-infested air could be

l9 In the citation, the use of a “total enclosure with negativeair and a dust collection system” was specified
as a control which Campbell could have implemented and the OSHA hygienist testified that a closed
containment with negative pressure was an engineering control which he mentioned to Campbell’s project
superintendent during the inspection ur. 11?$22@21,238) The Secretary, however, deleted the negative air
component from this item in his complaint and John Cignatta, the Secretary’s expert, stated that utilizing a
negative air enclosure without a positive flow of air would be unsafe for the employees inside the boxes (Tr.
237038,253.54).
m The bulk sample of spent shells taken by the industrial hygienists during the inspection indicated a lead
level content of 2% (Tr. 263; Exhibit C-8).
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pulled down through the hose and carried to a dust collector, the pressure created would
cause the louvers at the other end of the box to open and draw fresh air into the box from
the outside (Tr. 270-71, 352-54, 356-57, 359-60).

Each hose line would lead down to the

bridge deck where a lightweight duct attached to the side of the bridge with a series of clip
assemblies would carry the contaminated
355).

air to a dust collector (Tr. 272, 311-12, 349-51,

He calculated that one 5,000~cubic-foot-per-minute

support three containment

(“cfm”) dust collector could

boxes at the same time and could be rented at a cost of $4,000

to $5,000 per month (Tr. 272-73, 277, 310, 347, 352).21
Campbell
contaminated
presented

apparently

does not dispute the claim that eliminating

the reuse of

walnut shells would have lowered the level of lead dust in each box, and has

no evidence to indicate that implementing

this control was infeasible.

It is

concluded that Campbell could have utilized this control to measurably reduce the level of
lead dust inside each containment

box.

Campbell takes issue with the ventilation

system outlined by the Secretary’s expert,

claiming that it could not have been implemented

because of the numerous restrictions

imposed by the Delaware River Port ‘Authority on this project (Tr. 414).” According to
testimony

from both Campbell’s expert and project superintendent,

Campbell could not

place any equipment on the bridge deck due to the Port Authority’s denial of a full-time
lane restriction,

could not rig any equipment

to the side of the bridge due to weight

restrictions, and could not run more than 100 feet of hose line or duct work from the bridge
to the top of the tower due to the Port Authority’s concern that the lines might disconnect
and fall into the traffic below (Tr. 357-58, 413-19,471-72, 571-73). Given these restrictions,
Campbell denies that it could have used a dust collector, which was described as twice the

21 Other expenses mentioned by Cignatta, the Secretaty’sexpert, that would be incurred as a result of
implementing this system include the cost of the hose or duct work, the cost in man-hours of assembling the
system, and the cost of any lost productivity (Tr. 277-78). Campbell did not introduce any evidence to suggest
that these costs, or any others that might be associated with implementing this type of system, would be
prohibitive or infeasible,
22 The Secretary’s expert conceded that he was not aware of all the specific site constraints which may have
existed (‘II. 349). He observed, however, that any prdposed control would have to be adapted to conform with
the conditions of a particular site (Tr. 326-27,349.50).
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size of the judge’s bench, connected to each containment

box by means of more than 100

feet of hose line or duct work (Tr. 272).
This argument is unpersuasive.

It is hard to believe that any government

agency

would not assent to certain modifications in project restrictions where such modifications are
demonstrated

to be necessary to safeguard the health and safety of the workers (Tr. 357-58).

me Port Authority had already granted concessions to Campbell when changes to the set-up
of this project were sought. For instance, it consented to Campbell’s installation of a debriscollection chute, albeit under limited circumstances, after initially prohibiting the use of such
a system (Tr. 425-27, 467, 577). The 1Wfoot

hose limit was also relaxed in order to allow

Campbell to run air lines from the bridge deck to the containment

boxes in order to power

the sky climbers (Tr. 357-61, 417-18).
Furthermore,
some of these

testimony from the Secretary’s expert suggests that working around

restrictions

would not

have been as difficult

as Campbell

suggests.

Acknowledging that traffic control is a’problem in almost all bridge projects, the Secretary’s
expert explained that the dust collector need not have been placed on the bridge deck, but
could have been installed at the approach

end of the bridge or placed in the staging area

where the compressors which supplied air to each box for the blast helmets and blast pots
were located (Tr. 271-73, 349). In addition, although the Port Authority had refused to
allow Campbell to hang an eight-ton blast pot from the side of the bridge, the duct work
which the Secretary proposed attaching to the side of the bridge apparently weighed no
more than a few hundred pounds and would not have significantly burdened
designed to withstand heavy traffic (Tr. 354-56, 415016)?

a bridge

Having relaxed the NO-foot-

hose limit once before, there is some reason to believe that the Port Authority would have
been responsive to doing so again by allowing Campbell to run hoses down to the bridge

23The Port Authority also would not allow Campbell to place forty gallons of paint between each section of
the cable at the top of the tower out of fear that the bridge would be “overloaded” v. 4X-17, 471.72).
Presumably, storing heavy supplies in this area, would pose a different weight problem than that created by
cantilevering equipment from the side of the bridge.
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deck in order to facilitate the removal’of contaminated

air from each containment

box (Tr.

358061).”
Not even Adley, Campbell’s expert, was able to effectively discredit the Secretary’s
proposed ventilation system. His criticism was essentially limited to challenging the manner
in which the system would have been implemented.
each containment

For instance, Adley maintained

box would have required 3,000 cfm to support an adequate

that

flow of air

through it, not 1,000 as indicated by the Secretary’s expert (Tr. 271-72, 347, 559, 565-66).=
As a result, the 3,000 to 5,000 cfm dust collector recommended

by the Secretary would have

to be replaced by a larger one that generates 9,000 cfm (Tr. 272, 310-11, 352, 560, 566-67;
Exhibits R-10 & R-lOA).
“transport

Adley also testified that in order to maintain

velocity” through the duct which would serve as a conduit between the dust

collector and the individual hoses running up to each containment
two 15inch
Secretary’s

the necessary

box, a 214nch duct, or

ones, would have to be. used (Tr. 566-67; Exhibits R-10 & R-1OA).
expert,

The

on the other hand, based his design on a duct ranging from 24 to 26

inches in diameter (Tr. 312,350). On the whole, therefore, Adley’s “alternative” ventilation
system remained
c&ctor

conceptually

and smaller

the same as the Secretary’s-it

just utilized a larger dust

duct (Tr. 573-74). Neither of these alterations

render the Secretary’s

a According to Campbell’s project superintendent, the air lines poweringthe sky climbers were secured along
the bridge’s cable every 10 to 15 feet SO that if one were to disconnect, it would not fall down into traffic (Tr.
417-19). Securing the flexible hoses attached to the duct in a similar fashion may have been one way to
alleviate the Port Authority’s concerns about running hose lines of extended lengths to the top of the tower.
25Adley testified that the volumeof air required to support each box equals the recommended velocity of air,
which he cited as 100 feet per minute, times the area through which the air would be flowing (‘II. SS7,565-66;
Exhibit R-10). The area of each box was determined by multiplying its width by its height, which Adley cited
as three feet by ten feet, respectively, for a total area of thirty square feet (‘PC558-59,565-66; Exhibit R-10).
The record indicates, however, that the box% actual width was two and a half feet and depending upon whose
testimony is relied upon, the height of the box’ranged anywhere from four feet to ten feet (Tr. 40-41,132,267,
407.09,413; Exhibits R-4 & R-10). The area of each box, therefore, could have been as little as ten square
feet and using Adley’s formula, a box of that size: would have only required the 1,000 cfin indicated by the
Secretavs expert (n. 270).
The Secretary also objected to Adley’s use of 100 feet per minute as the recommended air velocity,
noting that the document from which this figure was obtained, the SSPC’s Lead Paint Removal Guide, states
that it is for visibility purposes only and should not be assumed to be adequate for the protection of employees
from health hazards (Tr. 582-85; Exhibit G19 at 6).

system invalid; on the contrary, Adley has shown that implementing

theoretically

a ventilation system was

feasible, albeit with different equipment.

me only aspect of Adley’s analysis which may have suggested a flaw in the Secretary’s
system was his discussion of the pressure

loss

which both experts agreed occurs

whenever

long spans of duct work are utilized. Using the duct lengths proposed to him by Campbell’s
counsel and assuming a 24to 269inch duct, the Secretary’s expert testified that the loss which
would occur was about two inches, one inch along the duct and one inch through the hoses
leading up to each box, apparently not significant enough to render the system infeasible (Tr.
350.51)?

His calculations were based on a standard formula:

one-tenth

of an inch of

pressure loss per one hundred feet of duct (Tr. 312-13, 351).
Adley contends, however, that the total pressure loss through the approximately
IlOO-foot duct would have been 7.7 inches (Tr. 570-71). According to Adley:
“The pressure loss through 100 feet, whg the same source that
Mr. Cigrzattarejerelzces, for a 214nch duct, [is] approximately
seven-tenthsof an inch of water per 100 feet.”
(Tr. 570) (emphasis added).

While adopting the “same source” for his calculations, Adley

appears to have misquoted the formula; he did not explain why he used seven-tenths of an
inch per one hundred feet instead of the Secretary’s one-tenth

to determine

the total

pressure loss. More importantly, he never identified the impact that 7.7 inches of pressure
loss would have on his alternative system and his mention of the fan or &-handling

unit

having to “overcome” this loss suggests that it was not an obstacle which would have
completely rendered the system inoperable

(Tr. 571).

By his o\rvnadmission, the sole basis for Adley’s rejection of the Secretary’s ventilation
system as infeasl’ble was his belief that the Port Authority would not have allowed Campbell
to implement it (Tr. 573-74). As discussed supra, this assumption fails to take into account
the fact that the Port Authority would probably have been willing to mod@ its restrictions,
as it had already done when approached

by Campbell, in order to safeguard Campbell’s

26 Assuming a smaller length of duct, the Secretary’s expert initially stated on direct examination that the
pressure loss would be half-an-inch along the duct, a “minor loss” that was “readily accommodated” by the
0
system as proposed (Tr. 31243).
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employees.

He also failed to address the Secretary’s expert’s recommendations

the system to the conditions
demonstrated

which existed

that there were two controls-the

reuse of spent
requirements

walnut shells-which

at the bridge

The Secretary

has

ventilation system and the elimination of the

Campbell,

set forth in 6 192655(b),

site.

for adapting

in accordance

with the hierarchy

could have feasibly implemented

significantly reducing the level of lead dust inside each containment

of

at this site,

box. Accoxhgly,

the

alleged violations of 5 192655(a) and.(b) are sustained.
In order for these violations to be considered serious, the evidence must show that
fimpbell’s

employees were exposed to a level of lead that could have resulted in serious

harm.

physical

protective

As previously noted, however, there is nothing in the record to show that the

equipment

and clothing worn by each blasting employee was unsuccessful in

f reducing the level of actual exposure to within the established

PEL.

Apparently,

the

Secretary asks us to conclude that the protective “ensembles” worn by each employee were
ineffective

based on the vague references

found in some employees.

made at the hearing to “high” blood lead levels

But without evidence that the blood lead levels and the blasting

work being performed at this site were causally linked, this argument is speculative at best.
As a result, the violations established here are more appropriately
Taking into consideration

classified non-serious.

the efforts made on Campbell’s part to address this hazard, a

penalty of $2,500 is assessed.
ALLEGED VIOLATIONS OF IS 1926.59(F)(5)@ & 6 1926.59@(5)(ii)
Campbell

is charged with failure to ensure that each container

of a hazardous

chemical in the workplace is labeled, tagged, or marked with both the identity of the
chemical and the appropriate

hazard wamings.27

Campbell does not dispute that three

drums of diesel fuel and one five-gallon can of diesel oil located next to a compressor in the

27 The standard at 29 C.F.R. Q 1926.59(f)(5) states:
Except as provided in paragraphs (f)(6) and (f)(7) the employer shall ensure
that each container of hazardous chemicals in the workplace is labeM,
tagged or marked with the following information:

(i) Identity of the hazardous chemical(s) contained therein; and
(ii) Appropriate hazard warnings.
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staging area at the bridge site were not appropriately

labeled (Tr. 46-47, 171-73, 187-89;

Exhibits C-4 & C-5). 28 These substances were used, respectively, to power the compressor
and lubricate

its engine (Tr. 47, 172-73, 187-88; Exhibit C-5).

At least once a day, a

Campbell employee would check the levels of fuel and oil in the compressor and replenish
them as necessary by drawing from these containers

(Tr. 172-73, 187). According to the

industrial hygienist, diesel fuel is combustible and diesel oil can cause dermatitis or other
skin problems (Tr. 173,175,188-89).

Both of these substances, therefore, can be considered

hazardous to the employees working with them.

See 3 192659(c) (“Hazardous

chemical

means any chemical which is a physical hazard or a health hazard.“).
Campbell claims that the exceptions to 8 1926.59(f)(S) are applicable here. The first
exception, set forth in 8 1926.59(f)(6), allows an employer to use signs, placards, or other
Atten

materials

to provide the information

affixing labels to the container(s).
photographs

However,

required

by the cited standards in lieu of

no signs or placards

are evident in the

of these containers taken by the industrial hygienist during his inspection and

Campbell has failed to present

any evidence to indicate

that it provided the required

information by utilizing any of the methods permitted by this exception (Tr. 173-74; Exhibits
C-4 & C-5). Without proof that the alternative requirements

of 0 1926.59(f)(6) were met,

the exception cannot apply.
The second exception, set forth in 6 192659(f)(7), states that portable containers into
which hazardous chemicals are transferred

from labelled containers for immediate use by

the employee who performs the transfer are exempt from the labeling requirements of the
standard.

There is nothing in the record, however, to indicate that any kind of “transfer”

from a labelled
substances.

container

to a portable
0

one was made with regard to either of these

We should also note that this exception requires that the same employee transfer,
retain control of, and utilize the chemical in question

all within one work shift.

See

6 1926.59(c) (“I mmediate use means that the hazardous chemical will be under the control

28Although the five-gallon can identified its contents as gasoline, the industrial hygienist testified that the can
actually held diesel oil (Tr. 172, 187-89; Exhibits C-4 & C-5).
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of and used only by the person who transfers it from a labeled container and only within the
work shift in which it is transferred.“).
. Not only has Campbell failed to prove that one
employee was consistently assigned the tasks related to refueling the compressor, but there
is no basis for believing that these substances would have been consumed within one work
shift (Tr. 174-75, 187).

Under these circumstances,

Campbell cannot avail itself of the

$ 1926.59(f)(7) exceptions.
Accordingly, the alleged violations of 5 1926.59(f)(5)(i) and 0 1926.59@(5)(ii) are
affirmed.

Because employees working with these chemicals could suffer serious physical

harm when not informed of the identity of these substances and their corresponding
the violations were properly characterized

hazards,

as serious and a penalty of $2,500 is assessed.

ALLEGED VIOLATION OF 8 1926.103(~)(21
The final item of the citation

alleges that Campbell

failed to ensure that the

respiratory equipment used by its employees was regularly inspected and maintained in good
condition as required by 5 1926.103(c)(2). 29 Specifically 9 the Secretary claims that the blast
helmets worn by these employees showed signs of deterioration,
improperly

had discolored filters, were

stored, and were not regularly inspected. 30 To support these allegations, the

Secretary relies on testimony from the OSHA hygienist who described one of the %bs”
attached to a blast helmet as frayed and dirty, and claimed that two of the helmet’s air filters
were discolored by lead dust (Tr. 165-70, 396-97; Exhl’bits C-15 & C-16).31 In addition, as
-

ZJThis standard states:
Respiratory protective equipment shall be inspected regularly and
maintained in good condition. Gas mask canisters and chemical cartridges
shall be replaced as necessary so as to provide complete protection.
Mechanical filters shall be cleaned or replaced as necessary so as to avoid
any undue resistance to breathing.
30 Although the citation states that lead was found on the inside surface of one of the half-mask respirators
worn by each employee in conjunction with the blast helmets, the Secretary eliminated this aspect of the case
in his complaint, objecting only to the manner in which the blast helmets were maintained. See Secretary’s
Complaint at 4 & Post-Hearing Brief at 5841.
3* The hygienist also testified that the air lines or “fittings” were coiled and left on the bridge deck at the end
of the day (Tr. 166-67). He failed to explain, however, how this practice rendered the equipment in less than
good condition.
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proof that the helmets were not properly cleaned, the Secretary points to the wipe samples
as establishing that lead was present on several inner helmet visors (Tr. 194-96; Exhibits C-7
& C-8).
There is no question
protective

that as the blasting employees

equipment that they wore became contaminated

performed

their work, the

with lead dust; indeed, the very

purpose of such equipment is to prevent the employee from breathing contaminated

air (Tr.

445-46). Even Campbell’s blast helmet policy, which assigns the responsibility of keeping
the helmets clean to employees, assumes that contamination
[employees]

will occur: “It is important that

keep [their] blast helmet clean and free from sediments and dust especiaZlyon

t/ze iwide of the helmet.” (Tr. 90-91; Exhibit C-10) (emphasis added).”

The presence of

lead on the visor of a blast helmet, does not in and of itself establish that Campbell

was

lax

in its efforts to ensure that these helmets were kept clean. Obviously, this equipment may
be spotless at the beginning of the work day, but become “dirty” after only a few hours of
blasting (Tr. 398-99).
Similarly, a frayed bib and

two

discolored “filters” are not necessarily evidence of

Campbell’s failure to comply with the cited standard.33
Campbell’s project superintendent

indicated that the blast helmets were stored inside a truck

at the end of each work day (Tr. 166, 451).
however,

Both the OSHA hygienist and

The project superintendent

maintained,

that the helmets were hung, not “thrown” as alleged, inside the truck, which

corresponds with former employee Schwendiman’s testimony that the blast helmets were
stored in metal boxes which were “hahging in the air” (Tr. 32, 451). Once the equipment
was stored in the truck, the superintendent

explained, the blasting foreman was responsible

for inspecting the helmets and replacing any damaged

or worn parts (Tr. 451).

It is

32 Although the OSHA hygienist testified that this was his understanding of the helmet cleaning policy after
speaking with some of Campbell’s employees, project superintendent Morris also indicated that the helmets
would be cleaned by the blasting foreman if need be (‘Il. 194,451). Former employee Schwendiman, on the
other hand, broadly asserted that “the helmets didn’t get cleaned”, a comment which could be construed as
an admission on his part that he did not clean his own helmet in accordance with company policy (Tr. 32).
33 In fact, what the hygienist initially identified as air filters actually turned out to be parts of the helmet’s air
flow control system (Tr. 396, 44749; Exhibit R-3). As such, it is unclear what significance, if any, can be
attrbuted to the color of these Components.
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conceivable, then, that the frayed bib, or any other damaged part, would have been replaced
at the end of the day once the helmets were checked by the foreman.
An employer cannot be expected to replace a piece of equipment instantly at the first
sign of wear. Equipment utilized at a construction site can typically be found on
day in varying stages of wear, particularly where, as here, the equipment
constant friction of abrasives (Tr. 398-99).

any

given

is subject to the

Because the evidence does not establish that

Campbell failed to ensure that the blast helmets were kept clean and in good condition, the
Secretary has failed to satisfy his burden of proving a violation under 8 1926.103(c)(2).
Based upon the foregoing findings and conclusions, it is
ORDERED that items 1,2 and 6 of the citation alleging violations of the general duty clause

of section 5(a)(l) of the Act [item 11, and the standards at 29 C.F.R. 8 1926.51(f) [item 21
and 0 1926.103(c)(2) are vacated.

It is further

ORDERED that items 3(a) and 3(b) alleging violations of $0 1926.55(a) and (b) are affirmed

as a grouped nonserious violation, and a penalty of $2,500 is assessed.

It is further

ORDERED that items 4 and 5 alleging violations of 08 1926.59(f)(5)(i) and (ii) are affirmed

as a grouped serious violation, and a penalty of $2,500 is assessed.

Judge, OSHRC

Dated:

Julv

29.

1994

Boston, Massachusetts
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